
A compound subject is made up of two or more subjects that share a verb. The
subjects are joined by a conjunction, or connecting word, such as and, or, or but.

Books and magazines are sold at the drugstore.
COMPOUND SUBJECT SIMPLE VERB

A compound verb is made up of two or more verbs or verb phrases that are joined
by a conjunction and have the same subject. They can also share a complement.

Lynette buys and reads many magazines.
SIMPLE COMPOUND VERB

SUBJECT

A compound predicate is made up of a compound verb and all the words that go
with each verb. In a compound predicate, the verbs do not share a complement.

The stock boy opens boxes and puts items on the shelves.
COMPLETE COMPOUND PREDICATE

SUBJECT

Identifying Simple Subjects and Verbs
In each sentence, underline the simple subject(s) once and the verb(s) twice. Write
CS if the sentence has a compound subject or CV if it has a compound verb. The
sentences with compound predicates have already been identified.

EXAMPLE The druggist fills prescriptions and answers questions. CP     __________

1. Cold remedies and cough medicines are located on this shelf. __________

2. Customers want and expect good value for their dollar. __________

3. Cash and credit are accepted in most stores today. __________

4. Buyers research the public’s desires and supply attractive merchandise CP__________

5. Store managers recruit and hire the best personnel available. __________

6. Students and retired persons often work as salesclerks. __________

7. That customer is returning a purchase and is buying an electric fan. CP__________

8. The cashier verifies the price of each item and works the cash register. CP__________

9. The quality of service makes or breaks a neighborhood store. __________

10. Customers tire of waiting in line and take their business to a more 
efficient store. CP__________

11. Drugs and cosmetics are part of most drugstores’ inventory. __________

12. Birthday cards and party supplies are shelved beside each other. __________

13. Many drugstores compete for customers and offer special coupons. CP__________
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CHAPTER   2

Lesson

3 Compound Sentence Parts Reteaching

Name Date


